
Tips To Keep In Mind When Traveling To Spain 

Are you a wanderlust person? If yes, then you must be already looking for the next travel 

destination to mark off your bucket list. If you’ve explored many different countries and cities 

of the world but haven’t visited Spain, you can’t say you’ve traveled around the world. 

Spain is one of the most popular tourist destinations in the world. It has a laid back and relaxed 

atmosphere where all people, including the locals, enjoy life to the fullest and are very 

welcoming towards tourists. The country has a beautiful landscape, and each of its cities holds 

unique characteristics that are waiting to be explored. 

If you’re convinced to add Spain to your list of must-see destinations, here are some important 

tips that will help you make the most of your trip to the amazing country. 

The Places to Visit 

Spain has a myriad of places that you should certainly explore during your trip. There’s enough 

to see in Spain that you can spend an entire month there and you’d still want to see more. Here 

are some of the places that should be on your list: 

Barcelona 

Apart from FC Barcelona, the city is also famous for several reasons, which is why a majority of 

tourists land there and start their journey by exploring all that Barcelona has to offer. It 

features several historical streets, as well as history museums that will give you a glance into 

the rich history of Spain. Plus, there's also a lot of late-night partying and revelry, so you won't 

be disappointed. Some of the tourist hotspots are the Camp Nou, Basilica de la Sagrada Familia, 

Barri Gotic, Casa Mila, and much more. 

Madrid 

Madrid is also a hugely popular city in Spain, thanks in no small part to Real Madrid, which is 

one of the greatest football clubs in the world. It has some of the oldest and best landmarks 

and tourist attractions in the world, such as The Center of All The Roads in Spain, The Oldest 

Restaurant in the World, Prado Museum, and many other destinations. 

Granada 

Granada is an ancient Moorish city that offers ancient streets, old buildings with beautiful 

architecture, exciting street art, and a warm atmosphere where everyone greets you kindly. 

Plus, it's home to delicious tapas and also the only city in Spain that offers free food with all 

kinds of drinks. If that isn't a major reason to visit Granada, then what is? 

The Islands 

Apart from these wonderful cities, Spain also has a wide array of beautiful islands that are 

frequented by thousands of tourists every year. Whether you like to party or relax, you can visit 



them. They’re also visited by people who like beaches, swimming, surfing, cycling and, of 

course, great food. Some of the best islands are Ibiza, La Palma, and Gran Canaria. 

The Geography 

Spain is a culturally diverse country that's divided into 17 autonomous regions, as well as two 

autonomous cities. Each region has different topography and culture than the others, and some 

of them even have their own languages or dialects. Yes, this means that all of Spain doesn't only 

speak Spanish. 

As you travel from one region to the next, you'll also witness a change in the food and drinks, as 

well as the cultural events. For instance, bullfighting is a common Spanish event, but it's banned 

in some regions of Spain. Therefore, it's best if you do some research on the geography and 

varying cultures inside the country so that you can blend in well wherever you go and don't get 

a "cultural shock" by what you experience. 

Spanish Pride 

The Spaniards are known to be very proud people – proud of their culture and nationality, that 

is. Otherwise, they're soft at heart and very accommodating people who will happily include 

you in their festivals and events and proudly tell you about all the great things they have to 

offer. As a tourist, it's your responsibility to honor their pride by refraining from political or 

historical issues that pertain to their country, such as Catalonia's bid for independence, 

especially if you don't know where the people stand. 

The Hot Weather 

If you are thinking of visiting Spain in the summer months, i.e., July and August, we'd suggest 

you reconsider or think twice before booking your tickets. The central and southern parts of 

Spain can get extremely hot during this season, with temperatures soaring up to 100 degrees 

Fahrenheit (40 degrees Celsius). 

If you’re used to such extreme temperatures, then it’s fine to go for the trip. Otherwise, you’ll 

need to stay in the shade or near the beaches to keep yourself cool. 

The Concept of Siestas 

The Spanish word, 'siesta' translates to 'nap,' and it's used in the context of taking a short 

afternoon nap in Spain. However, it doesn't imply that all people are at home sleeping in the 

afternoon. As stated above, the summers can be quite unforgiving in most regions of Spain, 

which is why the Spanish people take an afternoon break to escape the heat. 

During this break, shops are temporarily closed, and people head home for lunch or a quick 

nap, or they take this opportunity to socialize with friends. Larger stores and restaurants, 

especially those that cater to tourists, don't follow this trend. So, if you see shops closing down 



around 2 pm, you can also have a little siesta,' or you can relax at a café or the beach for a short 

while. 

The Punctuality 

Spaniards have a different understanding of time and punctuality, especially for social events. 

Therefore, if you're making plans with a local to meet somewhere or do something, make sure 

you double-check the time with them. Otherwise, you'll either be too early or too late. 

Generally, Spaniards are very punctual when it comes to work, school, or business. 

And these are all the things that you should keep in mind when you’re planning a trip to Spain. 

Typically, in the summer months, Spain is flooded with tourists, and because of this, the prices 

are also skyrocketed. Therefore, we suggest that you visit in the winter months, and there are a 

lot of winter sports and events that you can enjoy. 


